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1.  Introduction
1.1 Scope
The scope of this document is to (a) present the ATLAS LOM Science Education Profile,  adopted  from  the  
COSMOS IEEE  LOM  Science  Education Application Profile, that it is used to characterize with educational 
metadata the Science Education Content and Learning Missions, (b) describe the functionalities and the 
technical specifications of the LA@CERN Metadata Authoring and Management Toolkit (ATLAS-LOM) and 
(c) introduce the teachers to inquiry based learning activities.

The aim of the LA@CERN technical infrastructure is to support all stages of the chain: creation, publication, 
discovery, acquisition, access and use of Science Educational Content. The LA@CERN technical approach 
adopts the current state of the art learning technologies and consists of the following components:

The ATLAS–Learning Object Metadata (LOM) Toolkit: The ATLAS-Learning Object Metadata web-
based toolkit will allow Science Education Content Suppliers to characterize their resources and Science 
Education Learning Missions Suppliers to characterize the Learning Missions they build. This web-based 
toolkit allows authoring and managing of metadata for the ATLAS@CERN Educational Content and Learn-
ing Missions.

The LA@CERN Authoring Engine for Learning Missions: The LA@CERN Authoring Engine for Learn-
ing Missions will enable the definition of Learning Missions implementing the Generic Technology-En-
hanced educational scenario Templates. The LA@CERN Educational Scenarios will be described in an 
interoperable (machine readable) formal based on the current state-of-the-art learning technologies, 
and more precisely the IMS Learning Design specification, so as to achieve platform independent deliv-
ery of  Learning Missions. The  IMS  Learning Design specification defines an XML-based schema, which 
specifies a uniform and flexible abstraction for representing the structure of an Educational Scenario.

The ATLAS-LOM is conformant with the LA@CERN IEEE LOM Science Education Application profile. The 
ATLAS-LOM is intended to be used by teachers to characterize with metadata their Science Education 
Resources, in order to enable Science Education e-Learning Activities suppliers to search, find and reuse 
Science Education Resources in order to build Science Education e-Learning Activities. Moreover, the 
introduced Inquiry Based Teaching template guides teachers to the designing of meaningful learning 
activities according to standard format.

1.2 Rationale and Methodology
Science education is a top priority for European policy makers (Rocard et al., 2007). Over the past years 
the development of technological tools such as augmented reality, virtual reality, portable devices, wear-
able computers, simulations and computer modelling of physical   phenomena   in   science   classrooms,   
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has allowed the enhancement and enrichment of their current curriculum. A large amount of digital sci-
ence education content already exists in the form of science museum collections, digital repositories and 
libraries. This large amount of digital science content has the potential to support technology – enhanced 
science education.  Typically,  educational  resources  in  technology-enhanced learning  are organized 
as “learning objects” (LOs) (Wiley, 2002; McGreal, 2004). Over the last decade LOs have gained a lot 
of interest as the basis of a new type of computer-based instruction in which the instructional content 
is created from reusable components.

On the other hand, the creation of quality educational resources is a costly process, especially in science 
education (Zimmermann et al., 2007). Hence, reuse of high quality learning materials has become a very 
important research topic for a variety of people, organizations etc as it can lead to an important reduc-
tion of development cost and time; while at the same time can improve its quality.

However, science education teachers are lacking the time to investigate the potential educational add-
ed-value of the huge amount of digital resources typically returned through web search engines (Mason, 
2006). An important factor, in order to make search and retrieval of science educational content more 
efficient is the quality and quantity of  educational metadata associated with  these  resources.  In  gen-
eral  the commonly accepted way to describe educational resources is  the IEEE Learning Object Meta-
data (LOM) Standard (IEEE LOM, 2002). Nevertheless, it is beyond the scope of IEEE LOM to directly 
support the description of science curriculum related characteristics of Science Education Resources.

Therefore, within the context of the LA@CERN project an Education Application Profile has been proposed. 
The ATLAS LOM Science Education Application Profile was developed by applying the  guidelines for build-
ing application profiles in e- Learning provided by the COSMOS project. Moreover, based on the character-
istics of high energy physics curriculum, we have used the controlled vocabularies that can indicate possible 
extensions to the IEEE LOM Standard concerning science curriculum properties. These vocabularies have 
been also derived from the COSMOS project for the categorization of Science Education Resources and 
have been further extended by producing a new vocabulary based on high energy physics.

To this end the  document is structured as follows: In  section 2,  we provide an overview of the basic 
concepts used in this document, namely Learning Objects, Educational Metadata and Application Pro-
files. In section 3, we provide a general description of the ATLAS Learning Objects Metadata Authoring 
Toolkit (ATLAS-LOM). Moreover, we describe the ATLAS-LOM Authoring Process, and we present the 
ATLAS-LOM interface functionalities and features. At the end, we describe the metadata elements that 
constitute the ATLAS LOM Science Education Application Profile in a form of a table. In section 4, Inquiry 
Based Teaching (IBT) is presented in the form of (a) a flow of learning activities and (b) tables where the 
activity designing process is explained step by step.
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2.  Basic Concepts
2.1 Learning Objects
Learning Objects are presented in literature as a new way of thinking about learning content that are 
developed to support technology-enhanced learning processes (Polsani, 2003). Learning objects were 
defined by the IEEE Learning Technology Standardization Committee (LTSC) as “any entity, digital or 
non-digital, that can be reused for learning, teaching or training” (IEEE LOM, 2002). In general, any digi-
tal resource that can be reused to support learning (Wiley, 2002), can be considered as learning object.

Learning objects include, but are not limited to, simulations, animations, tutorials, diagrams, audio and 
video clips, quizzes and assessments. The main difference between a learning object and an information 
object is that the learning object is designed to support a concrete educational goal: that is, it is associ-
ated with one or more learning objectives.

2.2  Educational Metadata
Metadata are generally defined as data about an information resource, or simply data about data (Berners-
Lee, 1997). They describe the different characteristics and attributes of an information source, i.e. Title, Author, 
Date and Subject.

A metadata model is a structured description about the characteristics and properties of an information resource, 
and allows the creation of catalogues and indexes for information resources, as well as, searching information re-
sources on the basis of these characteristics. The metadata specification used widely for the description of digital 
information resources is Dublin Core1 (DC) (Greenberg, 2001).

In the case of learning objects, generic metadata models for digital resources (such as the Dublin Core model) are 
not sufficient, as they do not include information about the educational characteristics of an object. Therefore, 
specialized models that give emphasis on the educational metadata of  digital resources have been developed. 
Educational metadata represent the educational characteristics of a learning object, such as the target groups it 
involves, or the thematic area it concerns. The educational metadata specification used widely for the description 
of learning objects is the IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) (IEEE LOM, 2002).

Typically, educational resources tagged with metadata are stored in web-based repositories referred to as Learn-
ing Object Metadata Repositories. Learning Object Metadata Repositories store learning object metadata 
records and offer facilities for searching, retrieving and sharing educational  resources  in  the  form  of  learning 
objects. Learning object metadata repositories are  being developed worldwide in order to collect descrip-
tions of learning objects, and facilitate interested users (such as educators, students and content provid-
ers) in locating and accessing them. Popular learning objects metadata repositories include MERLOT2 in 
USA and ARIADNE3 in Europe.

1 http://dublincore.org
2 http://www.merlot.org
3 http://www.ariadne-eu.org
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2.3 Application Profiles
An Application Profile is an assemblage of metadata elements selected from one or more metadata 
schemas and combined in a compound schema (Duval et al., 2002). The purpose of an application profile 
is to adapt or combine existing schemas into a package that is tailored to the functional requirements of 
a particular application, while retaining interoperability with the original base schemas. An application 
profile is typically developed for a particular application with a particular constituency. Such a commu-
nity may be large (for instance: the European Academic context) or small (for instance: a small enterprise 
in a particular domain) (Duval et al., 2006).

According to CEN/ISSS Learning Technologies Workshop (CEN/ISSS-LTW) (Duval et al., 2006) the prin-
ciple motivation for defining an application profile, refers to the ability of a system to process metadata 
instances produced by a third party system. The general underlying principle is that, where a new ap-
plication profile is being produced, it should either be based on one or more standards or on one or more 
existing application profiles of those standards and it should not compromise interoperability by break-
ing conformance with the existing standards. To this end, CEN/ISSS-LTW provides guidance on how to 
build application profiles for e-learning4.

A full description of the ATLAS LOM Science Education Application Profile is given in the form of a tables 
at the end of section 3.

4 ftp://ftp.cenorm.be/PUBLIC/CWAs/e-Europe/WS-LT/cwa15555-00-2006-Jun.pdf
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3.  ATLAS Learning Objects Metadata Authoring Toolkit  
 (ATLAS-LOM)
This section presents the functionalities of the ATLAS Learning Objects Metadata, a web-based author-
ing toolkit which is conformant with the ATLAS LOM Science Education Profile described below.

3.1 General Description and Functionalities
ATLAS Learning Objects Metadata (ATLAS-LOM) is a web-based tool that facilitates authoring and manage-
ment of educational and science education related metadata following the ATLAS LOM Science Education 
Application Profile. The main functionalities of ATLAS-LOM include:

• Educational metadata authoring of  learning objects following the  ATLAS LOM Science Education 
Profile, which is conformant with the COSMOS IEEE LOM Science Education Application Profile, 
through the use of a web- based authoring tool.

• Educational metadata records management and creation of Learning Objects Local Metadata  
Repository.

• Export of individual educational metadata records as XML files.

In order to start the ATLAS-LOM you have to visit the ATLAS@CERN portal 
(http://www.learningwithatlas-portal.eu/).

In the ATLAS@CERN repository tab you click the ‘Upload Educational Content’ under the ‘Share your 
Content.’ The web-based ATLAS-LOM tool appears with the link: http://www.learningwithatlas-portal.eu/
online-atlas-lom/?m=wizard. (See figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).

 

Figure 3.1: The home 
page of the Learning 
with ATLAS@CERN 
Education and Outreach 
Portal which describes 
the aims of the ATLAS@
CERN portal as well as 
it explains the types of 
educational materials 
that are included.
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Figure 3.2: The AT-
LAS@CERN repository 
where the user can ei-
ther search for educa-
tional material or upload 
his/her own material 
either in the form of edu-
cational content  (pho-
tos,  videos,  animations  
etc)  or  in  the  form  of  
learning  missions (struc-
tured lesson plans)

Figure 3.3a: Link to the 
ATLAS-LOM web-based 
application for creating 
metadata. In the area of 
‘submitting educational 
content’ the user can find 
the link for the ATLAS- 
LOM web application 
in order to characterise 
educational content.

Figure 3.3b: Submission 
of educational content 
after the creation of the 
XML file. At the area 
‘Metadata XML file’ you 
will have to select the 
XML file you created ear-
lier using the ATLAS-LOM 
web-based application

a

b
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 You click on the link, http://www.learningwithatlas-portal.eu/online-atlas- lom/?m=wizard and you will 
navigate to the ATLAS-LOM web-based application and the first screen will appear. After the character-
ization of the learning object, users can proceed on the submission of their educational content. At the 
area ‘Metadata XML file’ users will have to select the XML file that was previously created in the ATLAS-
LOM tool. Users can submit either a file or a URL address, the XML file created using the ATLAS-LOM 
tool as well as an image as a preview of the material users wish to upload (see figure 3.3). Once users 
have provided the necessary material (i.e. title, file or URL, Metadata XML file and image) they need to 
click the ‘upload button’ to submit their educational content (see figure 3.3).

3.2 ATLAS-LOM Authoring Proces
Figure 3.4 depicts the Learning Object Metadata authoring process with the use of the ATLAS-LOM web tool.

The Learning Object Metadata authoring process consists of eight (8) basic steps. 
All steps are depicted in Figure 3.4 and presented analytically in the pages to follow. 
Moreover, the elements of each step are numbered and described in detail in section 3.3 (see page 15)

General
title, description, languages,

identifier etc

Export LOM record
to XML format

Classification
terms

Rights
cost, copyright

Life Cycle 
contribute status

Educational
resources, end user,

age range, time

Metadata
contribute language

Technical
format, size, requirements

Figure 3.4: 
Learning Object 
Metadata 
Authoring Process
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Step 1-General: During this step the user gives the title of the learning object, the textual description of 
the content in terms of the particular learning object. Furthermore, the user selects the primary language 
or languages used within the learning object to communicate to the intended user (see figure 3.5) 

1.1 1.2 1.3

1.4

1.5

1.71.6

Figure 3.5: Step 1-General: 
The user inserts the title (1.1), the description (1.2) and the languages (1.3) which compose the textual information of the learn-
ing object in terms of communicating with the user. The user also provides appropriate keywords (1.4) separated with comma for 
describing the topic of the learning object, the identifier (1.5) for identifying the learning object, the structure (1.6) for underlying the 
organizational structure and the aggregation level (1.7) in terms of the functional granularity of the learning object. .
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Then the user provides keywords in the form of text or phrase for describing the topic of the learning ob-
ject as well as the identification label which is a globally unique label that identifies the learning object. 
Then the user selects from a drop-down list the structure of the learning objects which consists of atomic 
( an object that is invisible), collection ( a set of objects with no specified relationship between them), net-
worked (a set of objects with relationships that are unspecified), hierarchical ( a set of objects whose rela-
tionship can be represented by a tree structure) and linear (a set of objects that are fully ordered, e.g. A set 
of objects that are connected by ‘previous’ and ‘next’ relationships. Finally, the user selects the aggregation 
level. Aggregation level is the functional granularity of the learning object. 1 is the smallest level, e.g. atlas 
images, worksheets etc, and 2 a collection of learning objects e.g. a learning mission (see Figure 3.5).

Step 2 - Classification: 
During this step the user 
indicates the terms that 
characterize the learning 
object within a particular 
classification system. In 
particular, there is a wide 
range of subject areas for 
the user to select and each 
one of them is consisted 
of different sub-catego-
ries (see Figure 3.6). The 
user can select different 
subject areas simultane-
ously as well as indicating 
the desired sub-topic(s).

Figure 3.6:
Step 2-Classification:
The user indicates the subject areas 
(2.1) that characterise the learn-
ing object as well as indicating the 
desired sub-topics (2.2).

2.1

2.2
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Step 3 - Life Cycle: During this step, the user gives the name of the authors of the learning object sepa-
rated with comma, the date of the contribution, the names of the publishers of the learning object, the date 
of the contribution and the completion status or condition of  the learning object in  terms of  a  draft, final,  
revised and unavailable (see Figure 3.7)

3.1

4.1 4.2 4.3

3.4

3.2

3.5

3.3

Figure 3.7: Step 3-Life Cycle:
The user inserts the author (3.1), the date of 
contribution (3.2), the publisher (3.3), the date 
published (3.4) and the status (3.5)

Figure 3.8:
Step 4-Metadata:
The user inserts the 
name of the creator 
(4.1), the date of 
contribution (4.2), the 
metadata language 
(4.3), the date of 
validation (4.4) and 
the validator (4.5).

Step 4 – Metadata: During this step the user inserts information about the metadata such as the name 
of the creator; the date of the contribution; the metadata language; the name of the validator as well as 
the date of validation (see Figure 3.8)

4.4 4.5
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Step 5 – Technical: In this step the user gives the technical requirements necessary for using the learning 
object. Insert the format required using the learning object described as the technical datatype of each 
component of the learning object, the browsers (insert the minimum and the maximum possible version of 
the required browser to use the learning object) the operating systems (insert the minimum and the maxi-
mum possible version of the required operating system to use the learning object) and the size of the data 
element using the given list (see Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9:  Step  5-Technical:
The  user  inserts  the format of the uploaded educational material (5.1), the 
browser (5.2) required for someone to view this material, the operating system (5.3) 
needed and the appromate size (5.4) of the learning object.

5.1 5.2

5.3 5.4
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Figure 3.10:
Step 6-Educational:
The user inserts the type 
of learning resource 
(6.1), type of interactivity 
(6.2) and level of interac-
tivity (6.3), the difficulty 
(6.4), the learning time 
(6.5), the intented role 
of the end user (6.6), the 
environment (6.7) where 
the learning object will 
be used and the typical 
age range (6.8) of the 
intented users. 

Step 6-Educational: In this step the user gives the technical requirements necessary for using the learning 
object such as learning resource type (specific kind of learning object) interactivity type  (active: learning 
by doing,  expositive: passive learning, mixed blends: active and expositive learning), interactivity level (the 
degree of interactivity characterizing the learning object), difficulty (how hard is to work with or through 
this learning object for the typical target audience), typical learning time (the time that is needed for the 
learner to work with the learning object), intended user role (principal users for which this learning object 
is designed), context (the principal environment within which the learning and use of this learning object is 
intended to take place), typical age range (give the age of the typical intended user) (see Figure 3.10)

 

6.1 6.2

6.5

6.7

6.3

6.6

6.8

6.4
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Step 7-Rights: During this step the user selects the cost (whether use of this learning object requires cost) and 
copyright (whether copyright or other restrictions apply to the use of the learning object) (see Figure 3.11)

Step 8-Export LOM record to XML Format: When all steps are completed, the user is prompted to export an 
XML file which can be viewed through a browser. More specifically, it offers the exporting of a selected learning 
object’s metadata record as a single XML file that conforms with the IEEE LOM standard (see Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.11:
Step 7-Rights:
The user inserts the rights requirements: 
Cost (7.1) and Copyright (7.2).

Figure 3.12: Step 8-Export LOM record to XML format. Af-
ter the completion of the seventh step the user exports the 
learning object to an XML format saved (8.1) on computer.

7.1 7.2

8.1
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3.3 Description of ATLAS LOM Science Education Application Profile.
This section describes in detail in a form of tables the ATLAS LOM Science Education Application Profile.

The metadata elements that have been used for the development of the ATLAS LOM Science Education 
Application Profile are based on the COSMOS IEEE LOM Science Education Application Profile.  The last 
column of the table includes a Vocabulary for several metadata elements. The vocabulary of the element 
2.2 Classification/Subject area/Subtopics has derived from the classification that the COSMOS project 
Portal is using, for categorizing Science Education Resources.

1 General
This category groups the general information that
describes this learning object as a whole

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.5.1

1.5.2

1.6

1.7

Table 3.1: Step 1-General: Element Explanation
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2 Classification
This category describes where this learning  object  falls  
within  a  particular classification system.

2.1

2.2

3 Life Cycle
This category describes the history  and current state of 
this learning object and those entities that have affected   
this learning object during its evolution.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Table 3.2: Step 2-Classification: Element Explanation

Table 3.3: Step 3-Life Cycle: Element Explanation
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4 Metadata
This category describes this metadata record itself   
(rather than the learning object that this record describes).

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Table 3.4: Step 4-Metadata: Element Explanation
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5 Technical
This category describes the technical requirements and  
characteristics of this learning object.

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.3.1

5.3.2

5.4

Table 3.5: Step 5-Technical: Element Explanation
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6 Educational
This category describes the key educational or pedagogic 
characteristics of this learning object

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

6.8

Table 3.6: Step 6-Educational: Element Explanation
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7 Rights
This category describes the intellectual property rights and 
conditions of use for this learning object.

7.1

7.2

8
Export LOM record 
to XML format

This step describes the export of a Learning Object 
Metadata record of a specific learning material to an XML 
format

8.1

Table 3.7: Step 7-Rights: Element Explanation

Table 3.8: Step 8-Export LOM record to XML format: Element Explanation
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Figure 4.1: Flow of Learning Activities for 
Inquiry Based Teaching

4.  Inquiry Based Teaching
Over the last decade inquiry instruction has been introduced as the cornerstone to the science teaching 
standards. Within the context of the teaching standards, inquiry is defined as the intentional process of diag-
nosing problems, critiquing experiments, and distinguishing alternatives, planning investigations, research-
ing conjectures, searching for information, constructing models, debating with peers, and forming coherent 
arguments (Linn, Davis, & Bell, 2004).

Inquiry Based Teaching is a teaching strategy where teachers facilitate student-centered learning and re-
search, acting more as a colleague and guide rather than the dispenser of knowledge. The central aim is to 
develop students’ intellectual autonomy. Adopting this strategy can become a powerful tool for teachers who 
want to develop students’ capacity to think for themselves. For teachers who want to adapt situations for in-
dividual needs, it is also a good way to understand how a specific student thinks about a particular problem.

In this section, we present the development of an Educational Scenario Template for applying Inquiry Based 
Teaching at both primary and secondary education levels making use of the digital resources from the Learn-
ing with ATLAS@CERN Educational and Outreach Portal.
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4.1 Development of an Educational Scenario Template 
4.1.1 Description of the Educational Scenario Template in Narrative Format

Describing an Educational Scenario Template
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Table 4.1: Description of the Educational Scenario Template
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Phase 2
Active

Investigation
Type Technique Interaction Roles Tools/

Services Resources

Phase 1
Question Eliciting 

Activities
Type Technique Interaction Roles Tools/

Services Resources

4.2  Description of the Educational Scenario Template in  
Common Terms

4.2.1Question Eliciting Activities

4.2.2 Active Investigation

Table 4.2: Question Eliciting Activities

Table 4.3: Active Investigation 
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Phase 4
Discussion Type Technique Interaction Roles Tools/

Services Resources

Phase 3
Creation Type Technique Interaction Roles Tools/

Services Resources

Phase 3
Creation Type Technique Interaction Roles Tools/

Services Resources

4.2.4 Discussion

4.2.3 Creation

4.2.5 Reflection

Table 4.5: Discussion

Table 4.4: Creation

Table 4.6: Reflection
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4.3  Annex
The vocabulary used for the Learning Activities description in common terms, is explained in the  
following table:

Dimension Type and Value Description
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Table 4.7: Learning Activities description
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